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We've spent the last thirty years developing ideas and projects

that, thanks to our talented human resources and growing

investments in innovative technology, we have transformed

into increasingly reliable high-performance agricultural machi-

nery. Power harrows, rotary hoes, tedders, rotary raking

machines: all durable machines of excellent quality. Nowadays

with our presence throughout Europe, and ongoing expansion

in the global market, our commitment and work continue to

pursue a single objective: to design and build machines that

make farmers' work easier, and increasingly productive.

WE DESIGN AND
BUILD MACHINES
TO MAKE YOUR
LIFE EASIER





captured on the roof of the building is transported by reflection

along special ducting and is then diffused in the offices. This

means we have natural lighting without using electricity.

Photovoltaic panels fitted on the roof produce clean and

renewable energy.

In the production area of the plant, with radiant underfloor

heating, constant and comfortable environmental conditions

and light are guaranteed by automatic management of the

temperature, humidity and light. The Frandent automatic

painting plant is another example of advanced technology

that respects the environment: in fact, it uses water-based

catalysed paints rather than the usual solvent-based coatings.

Most of the energy used by Frandent is produced and managed

by a biomass boiler, a true example of environmental sustai-

nability. The fuel is wood chips, which guarantees environmental

production, since the carbon dioxide produced by its consumption

balances the carbon dioxide contained in the living plant.

Farmers live and work immersed in nature, they love and

respect it, and obtain the fruits of their labour from it. But can

those who build farm machinery combine business with

environmental protection? The answer is yes. Frandent is deeply

committed to combining technological innovation with the use

of clean and renewable energy, which respects the environment,

the one resource we can never do without. In Frandent, the

technical offices are illuminated using “light pipes”: sunlight

TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION AND
RESPECT FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT



Painting line



The new Frandent plant has produced a further impulse to growth

with the introduction of important innovations, in both technology

and in the rationalisation of the production process. Frandent

operates a Lean Production System, based on the elimination of

wasted resources and energy, which translates into higher overall

quality in the finished product, and lower costs: the advantages

for users of Frandent machines are evident, both in economic

terms and in the daily use of the machines, reliable and long

lasting. The special layout of the new plant allows the production

process to follow a linear route, drastically reducing wasted and

non-productive movements. Robotised welding islands create

precise and high quality welds without subsequent manual

intervention. An automatic vertically stacking warehouse, with

robotised management, reduced materials procurement times

and wastage. Painting is performed en bloc, switching the plant

on once only.

Automatic stacking
warehouse

WAS TE  FREE
PRODUC TION
SYSTEM HIGHER
Q UA L I T Y  AT
LOWER COSTS



Robotised welding islands



In Frandent, technological innovation and the use of robotised

machine tools combine perfectly with the precious work of a

highly qualified workforce, which undergoes periodic training

courses and actively participates in the growth of the company.

So the machines that leave our production lines are perfect

in every detail, customised to the Customer's requirements

and ready to face the most intense use conditions. The high

quality robust components, and their perfect assembly, also

guarantee an excellent resale value.

Q U A L I T Y
COMPONENTS
AND CAREFUL
ASSEMBLY

Area for machines ready for shipment



A STORY THAT BEGAN THIRTY YEARS AGO



It all began in a small farm machinery repair and sales shop

in Cavour, where dad Maurilio build and patented a perfected

power harrow. From this experience, Frandent was born in

June 1977, with headquarters in Osasco. The name of the

company is the combination of the two main components of

the harrow in Italian: franditori (sod-breakers) and denti (tines).

, a lucky name for a company that is now thirty

years old.
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Thirty years of intense and committed work, agricultural

machines that are appreciated throughout Europe, international

patents, a new model plant where technology and innovation

aim to both design and build machines that make the farmer's

work easier, and the work of skilled craftsmen and technicians

more comfortable and productive. All in a context of particular

respect for the environment.

To sum things up, this is a photograph of Ezio Bruno's Frandent

… a photograph we're very proud of!

IN A SMALL WORKSHOP

With the Spander 
new generation of 

The birth of the new
with the first packe
extended with the f

In 1977 the Bruno family creates Frandent, and
starts to make the first power harrows. The first
company brand is born.
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This year there's a radical innovation. Frandent
builds the Eternum series of power harrows,
equipped with taper roller bearings.
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Frandent machines are certified. Their quality and
durability are increasingly recognised by the market.

nder GRH and Rander RA series, a
on of hay-making machinery is born.

The new plant, the result of considerable investment,
equipped with state of the art technology and
production methods, is in full operation.

e new Export series of power harrows,
packer rollers. Machine production is

the first 2 and 4 rotor tedders.

The power harrows are transformed from fixed tools
to flexible tools, thanks to the introduction of blade
tines. The workshop is extended and refitted.
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Our continuous innovation, and our ability to respond to the

growing needs of the market are the result of the intense and

impassioned work that takes place every day in the Frandent

research and design office: a team of specialists and an

advanced IT system with three dimensional design allow us

to develop new machines and new details, and to perfect

functional improvements that increasingly optimise work in

the field. A 15.000 square metre test field next to the plant

allows us to perform functional tests on the prototypes developed

with inhouse design.

RESEARCH AND
DESIGN OFFICE
AND TEST FIELD





Continuous capacity to innovate, and future-oriented production

systems give life to a widening range of machines characterised

by unquestionable quality and durability, equipped with

ingenious patented systems that mean you can work with less

stress, more quickly, completing the day's work serenely and

productively.

The Rapident patent, applied to our harrows, which allows the

tines to be replaced or inverted in just a few seconds, is an

example of the Frandent ability to simplify a farmer's work.

LONG LASTING
MACHINES

1 2
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Only 1/4 turn to unlock

The Rapident patent: in two simple operations and few seconds you can loose (1)
and extract the tines (2-3).





Frandent technical assistance is always available. Whenever

you need, we'll be there, ready to quickly resolve any problem,

supplying original spare parts and accessories, or special

customisation.

Welcome to Frandent

If you are interested in farm machinery technology, and would

like to understand the special construction techniques used

for Frandent machines, come and see us, you'll be very welcome!

F R A N D E N T
IS WITH YOU





Frandent Group s.r.l. - via Garzigliana 37 - 10060 Osasco (TO) - Italy - tel +39 0121 541029 - fax +39 0121 541246 - info@frandent.it - www.frandent.it
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